ITEM NO. | PART NUMBER | DESCRIPTION | QTY. | COMPONENT NOTES
---|---|---|---|---
1 | 50-00112 | Connector, dc plug, 3.5x1.35xL18.5 mm, brass nickel plated | 1 | 
2 | 50-00117 | Connector, dc jack, 3.5x1.35xL15 mm, molding style | 1 | 
3 | 30-00003 | Wire, 2C BC, 24 AWG, UL2468, 300V, 80C, 3.6 mm, VW-1, PVC, 76A | 1 | 
4 | 24-00049 | Overmold, PVC, black | 1 | 
5 | 24-00053 | Overmold, PVC, black | 1 | 

Notes:
Hi-Pot test: 600 Vac, 0.5 mA, 1 second

Dimensions are in millimeters.
Tolerances:
X: ± 0.5 mm
XX: ± 0.3 mm
XXX: ± 0.05 mm
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Notes:
RoHS compliant
Function test: no open, no short circuit, no intermittent

Re-issued CUI spec as Tensility
Revised description, connector, and wire information
Updated connector description
Modified 50-00117 overall length
Changed connector to 50-00112
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